Abstract—Grid environments include aggregation of geographical distributed resources. Grid is put forward in three types of computational, data and storage. This paper presents a research on data grid. Data grid is used for covering and securing accessibility to data from among many heterogeneous sources. Users are not worry on the place where data is located in it, provided that, they should get access to the data. Metadata is used for getting access to data in data grid. Presently, application metadata catalogue and SRB middle-ware package are used in data grids for management of metadata. At this paper, possibility of updating, streamlining and searching is provided simultaneously and rapidly through classified table of preserving metadata and conversion of each table to numerous tables. Meanwhile, with regard to the specific application, the most appropriate and best division is set and determined. Concurrency of implementation of some of requests and execution of pipeline is adaptability as a result of this technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

APPLICATION programs is employed in various fields like high-energy physics, molecular modeling, geological sciences, create large databases, simulations and tests with high scale. Analysis of database and distributing them among researchers, being located within the framework of giant geographical data, requires sources with high capacity like supercomputers, networks with high bandwidth and mass storage systems. A formulated trend is required for taking advantage of technologies of comptrollers, storing, network and web structuring altogether for facilitation of cooperation, and collaboration affair and scientific research being sensitive to data. This activity requires new patterns in internet-related computations with the aim of publishing address like multi-domain application, assisting, coordinating owners of resources and also eradicating borders of system [7]. The other significant services in data grid includes: storage system, metadata management system. Metadata management service is a core service which is placed at nucleus part of data grid; support other services high level like replica files. [8]

There are many data in grid which are distributed equally. These data are used and/or produced in processing which is made by grid. Mechanisms should exist, aimed at processing and accessing these data transparently. “Metadata” is regarded as one of these mechanisms.

“Metadata is a data, describing content, form, shape or specifications of a data record or a data source. Metadata can be applied in descriptor of completely structured resources or non-structured data such as textual documents. Metadata also can be used for descriptor of electronic resources, digital data (including digital images) and printing documents like books, magazines, periodicals and reports. In addition, Meta Data can be placed inside a data resource (such as web resources) and/or kept in a database separately.” [3].

Various types of metadata include:

1. Application Metadata: Content of data, which are displayed by file, has been comprised of descriptor of obtained data and other data. The data pertains to scientific application programs through application of tools like NetCDF, HDF and XML.

2. Replica Metadata: Data copies, selection policies of accessing and storing place.

3. System Configuration Metadata: Data on grid, for example, connections and capacity of storing and applicable policies [5]. At this paper, application metadata is discussed.

II. RELATED WORKS

Metadata Management System (MMS) should safeguard integrity of its metadata while facing with unanticipated fall of system like power cut (outage) or breakdown of Operating System (OS). Therefore, this issue should be considered in updating metadata, aimed at preserving compatibility of metadata.

Synchronous writings for sequence of updating metadata is regarded as one of updating methods of metadata in many file systems like VMS, DOS most of UNIX models. Consequently, updating metadata deals with speed of disk rather speed of memory or processor. Destruction of performance can be considered as noticeable upon ignoring the way of implementation. Hence, reduction of integrity, security and availability will be obtained.

Hiring NVRam technologies as a nonstop feed supply source (emergency power) for whole system and/or a separate RAM flash device is regarded as one of effective ways for meeting demands to maintain compatible status of disc. According to this method, only updating NVRam should be kept compatible. Updating can be introduced inside disc at any order and at any time. Efficacy of this method is superior to concurrent writings, for, it consumes less time. There exists this worrisome that operating system (OS) may face breakdown and consequently, some contents of drawback.
NVRam (Non-Volatile Random Access Memory) cache may be eradicated. But, this issue can be followed up strictly with effort and endeavor. Formulation of NVRam costs is regarded as one of major problems at this method. Of course, this approach is appropriate only for the systems which are equipped with it. Moreover, system will tolerate the files which support on NVRam devices as additional overload for transfer of data among them. Eventually, file system, after a system breakdown, revises both NVRam and contents of disc [10].

Although sequence of updating preserves integrity of a file system, another method is this that a complex of updating, related to each other, should be turned into a group, operated as an atomic procedure [4].

Using delay in writings for all updating is the other method. At this method, there exists a cache which keeps rewritings code and also imposes some operation on disc. Following up dependencies is vivid between buffers, but this method will create only a marginal reduction in number of congruous writings and consequently, non-improvement is happened, for, this system should prevent from establishment of spiral dependencies.

Using soft updating for following up and executing metadata depends on carrying out writings for all its operation with delay. Consequently, boosting safety, security and integrity will be obtained [2].

Updating soft is a technique of modulation for low-cost sequence from small-size updating to delayed cache writings blocks. In the same direction, soft updating mechanism follows up dependencies between cached updating. Metadata and execution of these dependencies are copied by sequence of updating as metadata unclean data, details of which are written later at non-volatile memory. In soft updating, data is kept per each unique updating of metadata which determines the very dependant updating [2].

With updating soft, cost of preserving integrity will reach to minimum rate. For work trends, which emerge metadata repeatedly, this method is regarded as most appropriate approach, as compared with common concurrent writing method, which improves productivity. Eventually, integrity and security is ameliorated as compared with a number of previous modulations. In addition to this status, disc is kept in such a way that to be mantled safely after each system breakdown and used immediately without any additional operation like checking compatibility. It should be noted that this advantage will reduce system recovery time in less than a second.

In metadata management systems, which take advantage of database for storing metadata, using SRB (Storage Resource Broker) middleware is one of accessing and updating methods of metadata. SRB is an intermediate based on client server. SRB is a transparent virtual middleware which is used for sharing data between inharmonious and distributed data resources that have different management approaches. Through SRB along with MCAT, regarded as catalogue of metadata, connection is established with storage of metadata and following getting access to metadata is made. [9]

III. UPDATING METADATA: PROPOSED METHOD

Dynamic behavior of grid, which is created due to change of accessibility of resources, unanticipated updating of data and effect of sites' local policies are of the factors which cause implementation of capabilities of grid face problem. Such complicate distributed environments cannot be controlled and reorganized as hierarchical, for, each service will be a bottleneck central manual for performance of system and is considered as the sole break point.

Presently, data grids use application metadata catalogue and SRB middleware for management of metadata, details of which are observed at Fig. 1.

SRB is a harmonious and distributed file system, regarded as an intermediate for getting access to database and can be beneficial and fruitful in activities like digital libraries, web, data grid and advanced archive system. The application metadata, which is allocated to the metadata related to references and users in data grid, is stored in database within the framework of Dublin Core Standard. Logical approach to replica physical and chemical specifications and access control is managed by advanced SRB middleware package system. A number of 15 elements with simple level and also 7 elements with specific level have been envisioned in Dublin Core standard.

At the present paper, more concentration has been made on elements of common or simple level and changes were adopted with the aim of amelioration and improvement of updating mechanism and getting access to data metadata on database as well as way of storing application metadata within the framework of Dublin Core standard at connecting database. Due to its predetermined elements, Dublin Core standard can be stored at connection database and within the framework of table and also took advantage of connection database like simplicity of comprehension and usage, etc. However, the main objective is as follows: a number of 15 elements of common level of Dublin Core, instead of placing in a table with 15 fields, should be put at two tables, each comprised of nine fields. Of course, this fractioning or segmentation is carried out in data grid thanks to the application of this metadata. It is oblivious that a little agglomeration will be appeared at this method.
The simple level elements have been comprised of:
Title, author, subject description, publisher, cooperator, date, type, format, identifier, language, relation, source, coverage and rights.

The way of classified is according to the following two tables:
1. Title, date, identifier, author, description, publisher, cooperator, coverage and rights.
2. Date, title, ID, subject, type, format, language, source, relation, etc.

Of course, this vertical dividing can be changed thanks to specific applications.

Paying due attention to this issue seems necessary in a way that main owner of a shared resources source at data grid can change its application metadata.

The proposed idea depends on this supposition that when a search or navigation is made at data grid, for example, for finding a paper, getting access to title field, date and identifier, which is actually the same main address of its extraction, it is troubleshooting and significant. For this reason, for this reason, in column classification, these elements have envisioned commonly between two tables derived from Dublin Core standard. If needed, element of subject can be shared along with title and identifier instead of date element. In that case, row classified should be made on subject. At the second stage, they were classified based on date of tables.

At the first stage, with classified elements into two groups or two tables, it is intended to improve speed of searching and updating and/or easing possibility of fulfilling two updating simultaneously or envisioning concurrent reading and writing. Of course, this issue is significant and vital exception in such a way that possibility of concurrent updating of identifier in a table and reading the same row at other table is impossible. In addition, two concurrent updating is impossible on identifier. Of course, except a slight amount of aggregation, emerged as a result of repetition of some fields at table, the presented method is followed with a meager complexity. For example, controlling of cases like the above mentioned case It is expected that speed of searching and ordinary updating will increase. Ordinary updating is meant non-similar updating with regard to the mentioned exception case. Since major owner of resource can change main location of accessibility to it (not replicating ways), the mentioned exception case and/or similar cases may rarely happen.

At the next stage, rows are classified based on date. Namely, two tables are turned into four tables. (For example, resources produced up by 2000 and after it). Refer to Fig. 2.

At this case, it is expected that searching speed will increase, aimed at taking advantage of minute grading. Under such circumstance, pipelining some requests will be created. Of course, metadata catalogue is slightly faced with change and complexity. All these classifications and pertinent considerations can be described within framework of a small metadata entitled "Meta Metadata" for management of metadata, aimed that analyzing input request for referring to main metadata at small meta and then guided to related part. When a request is received, it is studied in small Meta as follows: In which part of table does fields and specifications of its desired record place? Through an application program, the small Meta and analysis of requests can be inserted in metadata catalogue and/or a program is observing on request prior to responding bank with the aim of carrying out elementary analysis for finding related table. The said issue will cause that consecutive classified refrains reduction of response time as row and changes reduction trend of responding time, inclined towards gradual increase.(due to analysis consumption time and finding related table) According to classified and segmentation of tables, data volume will turn smaller at the time of updating.

In row point of view, tables can be divided. Of course, it should be studied fruitfulness of these classifications and segmentations.

IV. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

Since proposed method was imposing changes on bank of preserving metadata, it is referred to SQL SERVER 2008 with the aim of studying and observing results obtained from this method in a nearly actual environment and finally, a databank was created with the help of this software. In the beginning, at first stage of tests, related metadata, pertinent to one million papers, are inserted inside a table and then, response time to various search requests and updating was measured. In the same direction, an average time was gained for requests related to search. Moreover, an average time was obtained for updating requests as well.

After that, table is divided into two smaller tables vertically, aimed at taking advantage of two tables (9+1) instead of keeping data in one table (15 + 1) field (15 fields Dublin Core common level and one identifier for safeguarding tables' relation. As mentioned in above, basic and fundamental fields, like title, date (it can be replaced with subject. Linear classified can also be carried out as subject basis), identifier (main availability place) have been repeated at two tables. Now, a series of requests related to search and updating was made at two tables and following, execution time was registered. Then, the two obtained tables are divided into two groups based on date of papers (year). Consequently, four tables were envisioned. Searching and updating requests were carried out again on these four tables and response time was registered as well. Linear classified is changed and then, linear divisions should be divided into four groups instead of two groups. Finally, eight tables were envisioned. Once again, response time to a number of searching and updating request was registered.

Fig. 2  How divided the main table
This operation was made for a number of 16 tables. The result obtained in this regard has been shown at diagram No. 3.

As you can observe in above diagram, response time to searching and updating requests is decreased through linear and column classification. Of course, this diagram is not completely linear form. With increase of classification of a greater extent, remarkable time is spent for searching related table. This issue will increase response time gradually.

At two tabular modes, which only column divisions had been made and possibility of responding two updating requests had been provided simultaneously on metadata related to one source, the below results were obtained. These results are shown at Table No. 4 & 5 vividly.
The same step was made for 1500000 records. The average registered times have been shown at Fig. 7.

As it is observed at the above mentioned diagrams, effect of classified is boosted upon increase of number of initial records. Meanwhile, we will reach time increase trend lately. In other words, upon increase of records, capacity of classified is boosted as well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Responding speed to searching and updating can be increased through proposed method i.e. linear and column classified and instead of keeping metadata related to data grid in a relational table as well as using many tables. With due observance to specific application, we should be careful to find and act the best classification. At this method, due to existence of many tables, we can take advantage of concurrent execution of some requests and even implementation of pipeline as well. Of course, with regard to simultaneousness of requests, exceptions should be determined due to application. May be, it can be claimed that if consistency control is made with locking operation, probability of facing deadlock, due to smallness of grading, is reduced through the said method.
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